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CHICAGO WHEAT SHARPLY HIGHER
SAGE TEA TURNS GRAY HAIR DARK

That beautiful, ever-shade of gray hair not only lets be known to a section of folks, but it is a mark of the man who is old. In fact, it is often called a "gray hair" by those who have heard the tale of the old man who killed a bear with a gray hair.

If you have gray hair, or if you are going gray, you may want to consider using sage tea as a natural alternative to hair color. Sage tea is said to have been used for centuries to treat various ailments, including hair growth.

Here's how to make sage tea:
1. Boil 1 cup of water.
2. Add 1 tablespoon of dried sage leaves.
3. Let it steep for 5 minutes.
4. Strain and drink.

You can also use it as a rinse by adding it to your usual shampoo and letting it sit for 5 minutes before rinsing.
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